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ABSTRACT  

 

This study aims to analyze texts through analysis of 

invisible text, which includes many meanings, 

expressions and norms that can be accessed by 

symbolic behavior such as language, literature, and the 

arts. In recent decades, the rapid increase in the 

development and availability of resources and 

computational technology has led to an increase in the 

analysis of multimedia texts that appear in a range of 

disciplines in clouded in the above study the prevalence 

of contemporary digital media forms requires 

researchers to keep sociocultural developments. At this 

stage, multimedia studies are required as a kind of 

experimental text.  
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 RESUMEN 

 

Este estudio tiene como objetivo analizar los textos a 

través del análisis de texto invisible que incluye muchos 

significados, expresiones y normas a los que se puede 

acceder mediante un comportamiento simbólico como 

el lenguaje, la literatura y las artes. En las últimas 

décadas, el rápido aumento en el desarrollo y la 

disponibilidad de recursos y tecnología computacional 

ha llevado a un aumento en el análisis de textos 

multimedia que aparecen en una variedad de 

disciplinas en el estudio anterior, la prevalencia de las 

formas contemporáneas de medios digitales requiere 

investigadores que mantengan los desarrollos 

socioculturales. En esta etapa, se requieren estudios 

multimedia como una especie de texto experimental.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Text analysis comprehends a class of techniques for the social scientific study of communication. From 

one point of view, text analysis (content analysis) can be contrasted with observation. Central to it is not the 

material, the visible, the audible. It is the invisible: the world of meanings, values, norms as these are made 

accessible by symbolic behavior (language, literature, plastic art, music etc.). Thea ‘content’ in content analysis 

is the material`s meaning, i.e., the social significance behind the visible or audible symbols in papers, books, 

film recordings, pictures, paintings or behind human activities in radio and television broadcasts or in films. In 

his book, Computer-assisted Text Analysis, Roel Popping states that, in this case, the focus is especially on the 

content of the message, by preference in mass communication where the message is addressed to many  

people. 

 

About text analysis 

Originally, textaanalysisawas usedatoadrawaconclusionsaregardingathe sourceaof the message. 

Sourcesawere oftenaa collectivity, likeafor instance anaorganization or a government. However, communication 

is moreabroadly understood as involving message, channel, audience, as well as source. Inafact, thesea4 

aspectsaof communicationarepresentatheamostacommonacontextual variablesaused in analyses of text and 

transcripts. 

Beyondaexaminingasymbolicacontentawithinavarious contexts, text analysis is used in bringing 

structureato an enormous amount of rather unstructured information. This allows the investigator toamake 

explicitavarious aspects thatamight not be noticedaby a lay observer. Therefore a better understandingacan be 

gainedain certain aspectsaof societalaprocesses. 

On theaother hand, theameaning of textaanalysis remainsastill illusive. Oneamight ask whether 

sensotyaperception could have the invisibleaand immaterial as its object. The analysis of content does 

notafocus on behaviour. Itafocuses onarecordingaand comparingaartifacts ofaattributes produced by human 

behaviour, both individually and interactively. Its fundamental characteristic isathe fact that it isaconcerned 

withathe communicativeaact post hoc.  

 

The Aim 

The present study aims at: Advanced analyses of text, is the term for any text analysis in which variables 

indicate the occurrence of particular concepts. 

 

Thematicaanalysis 

Thematicatextaanalysisa (referredasometimesato as traditionalatext analysis) is the term for any 

textaanalysis inawhichavariables indicateathe occurrenceaof particular concepts. Practitioners of thematicatext 

analysisausually reserve the term theme for broader classes of concepts. The theme canabeaconsideredaas 

subjectaand as attribute. In this case it is a subject; the analysis is focused on aaspecificareferent (ex.: 

theapresident, theaUS, communism, British foreign policy etc.). Themes as attributes are indicated by their 

measures of qualification. Thematic text analysis allows the investigator to determine what and how 

frequentlyaconceptsaoccur inatexts. The method isaparticularlyausefulawhenatheainvestigator is interested in 

the prominence of various conceptsainatexts, possibleareflectingabroadaculturalashifts. 

Theadata matrix in a thematic text analysis has one row for each randomly sampled block of text andaone 

columnafor each themeathat may occurainatheseatext blocs. Let’s say theafollowing sentenceacomprises a 

text block: 

 I always drive safe. 

 

Ifaanainvestigatorais interestedain the conceptaSELF-REFERENCE, this sentence contains one 

occurrenceaofathe concept, namelyathe wordaI. Investigators, though, will most likelyahave 
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numerousaconcepts they are interested in and a dictionary containing list of corresponding words andaphrases 

that reflect each. 

Cells in a thematic data matrix reflect the number of occurrences of a particular concept within a specific 

block of text. An example of a resulted data matrix is illustrated in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Data matrix for a thematic text analysis 

ID NUMBER Concept 1 Concept 2 Concept 3 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

. 

. 

. 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

. 

. 

. 

0 

0 

2 

3 

0 

. 

. 

. 

 

0 

1 

1 

2 

0 

. 

. 

. 

Source: Popping R., Computer-assisted Text Analysis, 27 

 

ID numbers correspond to text blocks. If Concept 1awere SELF-REFERENCE and the first text block were 

the sentence I always drive safe, the I in the associated cell would indicate a single occurrence of SELF-

REFERENCE in this text block. Once concept occurrences have been encoded, the frequency and their co-

occurrences can be investigated. 

 

Text Encoding 

If the instrumental approach is followed, the dictionaries are available before the actual coding process 

starts. As these dictionaries contain all concepts and their corresponding search entries, the coding process is 

easy to automate. The representational approach, though, doesn`t imply on beforehand a predetermined 

relation between concepts and search entries. These relations and linkages depend on the context within which 

a search entry is used. Hence, this approach is hard to automate. This approach allows also not just to detect 

new search entries for concepts in the texts. New concepts might be derived as well from information in the 

texts. 

 

Contingency analysis 

In thematic text analysis one can report occurrences and co-occurrencesaofaconcepts. 

Occurrencesaindicate theaprominenceaof themes. Whenacomparedaacrossacontexts theyacan 

affordainferencesaaboutaculture`sachangingathemes forainstance, ideas, issuesaand dilemas or differences 

between media in representation news content about the same issue. Looking at co-

occurrencesameansalookingaataassociations among themes. This analysis isaalsoaknownaas 

contingencyaanalysis. Inathis type ofaanalysis theagoal is toacalculateaassociationsaamong 

occurrenceameasures and to infer what the resulting pattern of association means. Problems may occur if 

theseainferencesaare abour howaconceptsaare related. Roel Popping invites us therefore to considerathe 

following text block is investigated: ‘The man likes detective stories, but his wife prefersaloveathemes’. The 

concepts MAN (represented by the man) and LOVE THEME (representedabyalove themes) co-occur inathis 

block, but no relation between the 2 is specified. For suchainferences relationsashould have beenaencoded a 

priori, notavia ad hoc post hoc looks at the text.  
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KINDS OF TEXT ANALYSIS 
 

Textaanalysis – Semantic approaches 

In the thematic approach concepts are counted. On other side, in the semantic approach relations among 

concepts are also encoded. These relations are founded inaclauses. The advantageaofathis approachaover 

the traditionalathematic one is the fact that it ‘preserves’ the complexarelations betweenaparts of texts and, 

hence, preserves much of the narrative taste of the original text. 

The moveafromaa thematicato a semanticatext analysisaexpandsathe type of questionsathat a researcher 

can answer. Referring to propaganda techniques in making this point, it is noted the fact that in a thematic 

analysis a possible research question would be the following: What themes are mentioned in propagnad that 

aren`t mentioned in other communication? Using theasemanticaapproach, theaquestion can be extended to 

what syntactic strategies are used by politicalaleadersawhenatheir policies faila (/succeed)? Unlike the former 

question, the last one asksaabout concrete relationsaamong concepts usedain different social contexts. 

Semantiallyaencoding dataarequires that oneafit concepts that occur inaa clause into a semantic grammar. 

Theaconceptaofaclauseaisatheausual one here, more precise a sentence orapartaof a sentenceathat 

containsaan inflectedaverb, anaoptionalasubject and/or object plus all modifiers related to this verb, 

subjectaand object. Let`s take the sentence The lower the prices, the mor the customers. This sentence is 

comprised of two clauses, because itacontains in the first place two inflectedainstancesaof the verb to be. 

Therefore, oneadeterminesathe number of clauses in a text byacounting its implicitly and explicitly inflected 

verbs. A semantic grammar is a template in to which codes for concepts are fit. For instance, let`s take a four-

position semantic grammar for encoding opinion statements appearing in newspaper editorials. The grammar 

specifies the following 4 semantic components: 

1. Agency – the initiator of an activity 

2. Position – the position regarding the agency`s activity 

3. Action – the activity under consideration 

4. Object – the target of the activity 

 

Applying this template to the sentence People don`t listen enough to each other, would require assigning 

the conceptapeople to the componentaagency, ought to to the position component, listen to the action 

component and people to the object component. Other examples are Unemployed people (agency) cannot 

(position) improve (action) their standard of living (object), and gasoline taxex (object) must not (position) be 

raised (action). 

 

Text analysis- semantic grammar 

This semantic grammar has the Subject-Modal-auxiliary-verb-Verb-Object form used in linguistic content 

analysis. In most of the cases valence information (regarding negation, evaluations and so on) is included under 

theaverb component. Forathis reasone oneasometimes refers toaaasemantic gramaraas havingaa Subject-

Verb-Valence-Objectaform. By taking texts relational characteristics into account, semantic textaanalysis 

improves uponathematicatext analysisamethods and overacomes many of its problems. Basedaon a thematic 

text analysis, co-ocurrenceaof subject andaobject can be identified, in the semanticatext analysis thearelation 

is specifiedaand mightabe investigated (Yule George 2010). 

Semantically encoded data can be used to make inferences about theacondition under which 

texts`aauthorsatake specific positionsaon others` intentions. Forainstance, whenaa government`s 

totalitarianaleadershipainitiates aapublicarelation campaign to ‘democratize’ its image in the US press, 

suchadata could beaused to test whetheraa significantaincrease had occurred from before toaafter 

theacampaign in theaodds that US newsastories describe the regime (subject) attempting (position) to listen to 

(action) its citizens (object) (Popping R., Computer-Assisted Text Analysis, 1, 26-29). 
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Multimodal text analysis 

Multimodalaanalysisaincludes the analysisaof communication in all its forms, but is particularly 

concernedawithatexts whichacontainathe interactionaand integrationaof two or more semiotic resources – or 

modes of communication – inaorder to achieveathe communicativeafunctions of the text. Sucharesources 

include aspects of speech like intonation and other vocal characteristics, the semioticaaction of other 

bodilyaresources likeagesture (face, hand and body) and proximics, asawell as productsaof human technology 

like carving, painting, writing, architecture, image and soundarecording and, in more contemporary times, 

interactive computing resources (ex.: digital media harwares andasoftwares). Differentasemioticaresources 

bringawithathem theiraown affordancesaandaconstraints, both individually and in combination, asawell as 

analytical chalanges in terms of the naturesaof the media, theadetail and purposeaof analysis, andathe 

complexitiesaarising from the integration of semiotic resources across media. 

Kay O`Halloranaand Bradly Smith showaus that two major strategies have emerged, constituting twoaof 

the major approaches byawhich multimodalatext analysis can beacharacterised: theafirst isaexploring theory, 

usingatext analysis asaboth test andaillustration of the discussion of general principles; theasecond isaexploring 

actualatexts, workingaform suchaanalysesatowards generalizations. Theafirst approach doesn`taassume and 

problematises theory. The much of the workais involved with comparing and integrating knowledge and practic 

from often disparate theoretical traditions. Multimodalastudies suits suchaan approach, whenaone considers 

the wide range ofadisciplinary andatheoretical traditions forawhich multimodalityais relevant. Inathis approach 

theoretical generalization isaoftenaappliedato analysies across several different texts andatypes of text, in order 

to derive, test and emphasize general principles. The second approach is to pay a very close attention to and 

work from actual specific texts, where the focus is upon the text, buildingaup detailed descriprion, oftenaas a 

form of running annotaion and usually adapting and applying anaestablished theoretical and descriptive 

framework but derivingadescriptive generalizationsaout of such textaanalysis and modifyingatheory as a result. 

Inathis approach, analyticaladetail is paramount, andaonce again, the challengesaof access, transcription, 

analysis andareproduction in publicationaare all to apparent. 

Whileathe difficulities of multimodalatext analysis areaapparent in mostaworks whichaexplore this field, 

there has nevertheless been built up over time a corpus of detailed multimodal analysis whichahas provided 

the means for testing, exploring and illustrating ideas about how multimodal communicationaworks. 

It`saimportantato recognizeathereforeathe fact that, while it`s onlyain recentadecades that extensive multimodal 

textaanalysis has announced the emergenceaof a distinct field of multimodal studies, in fact the studiesaof 

multimodalacommunicationaand artefacts can of courseabe foundain the longalineage of works within 

anthropology, archeology, artacriticism andahistory (ex.: painting, sculpture, music, theatre, opera, film etc), 

computer science, engineering, psychology, andaall fields of researchaengaged with humanaor non-human 

communication. Thearelated practicaladisciplines, likeathe various formsaof art, provideaalso ampleamaterial 

for multimodalatext analysts toadraw upon. Moreover, in recentadecades, the rapid increase in sophistication 

and availability ofatechnological (particularly computational) resourcesaand techniquesafor analysis of 

multimodal text has no doubt driven the fast increase in multimodalaanalyses appearingawithin a range of 

disciplines. 

 

Exhaustive text analysis 

It is clearathe factathat bothathe empiricismaof detailed, exhaustiveatext analysisa (coping with 

challengesathis raises) andathe ongoing problematisation and exploration ofatheoretical 

genralizationaandaabstractionaare needed for theadevelopmentaof resources for and practice of 

multimodalatext analysis. Moreover, multimodal text analysis requiresatheaintegration of both lowaand 

highalevelaanalyses: as withastudies of intonation, the studyaof multimodalityahas 

beenacentrallyaconcernedawith the material plane, theaorganizationaof the physical (including technologically-

driven) phenomenaaby which meaning is created, in their relation to higher level grammatical andasemantic 
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organization of such as abstract, semiotic system and structures. How toarelate the also-calledathe contentaand 

expressionaplanes hasabeen a central central challenge foramultimodal analysts and this challenge has 

become more acute as sophisticated instrumental analysis – particularly computational automated techniques 

for feature extractiona– make possible the analysis ofaprimarily low-level features within large corpora 

ofamultimodalatext. Theaavailabilityaof such techniques is both a great opportunity andadifficultyafor 

scholarsaof multimodal comunication: oneamajor challenge is to traceaand make explicit the path from such 

automatically detectedafeatures to theasocio-cultural patterns significant to multimodal analysis of text, inaways 

thatadraw uponathe respective riches of computational and semiotic sciences, as wellaasathe knowledge and 

practices of other disciplines like mathematics, physics, psychology, ethnography etc. 

Theaimmediateademands ofamultimodal texts analysis actually become site for the exploration of synergies 

between disciplinary and theoretical traditions, as it is to understand actual text through the kaleidoscope of the 

multitude of relevant perspective. 

 

 

CHALLENGES AND SOLUTION FOR THE ANALYST 
 

Variety of text and curricula 

Theavarietyaof work andaapproaches withinathis rangeaof disparate fieldsaof sciencesaand 

humanitiesaresearchaconstitutes both a rich resource and a challenge for the multimodal analyst. 

Oneamustasort through theacomplementarities, inconsistencies and redundancies of the different 

approachesaandaperspectives, workingaoutawhich types of analysisasuitawhich researhaproject – some 

approaches being more appropriate to certainatasksathanaothers. This hasabeen a key issueawitharespect, 

inaparticular, toathe adaptationaandaapplication ofalinguistic theoryaand description, whichahas beenaan 

importantainfluence upon multimodalastudies. Multimodal analysis must includeaanalysis ofalanguage 

wherearelevant; butain the analysisaof semiotic resourcesaother than language, whetherainvolved in 

intersemiotic relations with language or not within aaparticular text, theaquestion of howamuchaof linguistics 

can be adapted for the analysis isastill anaopen question. It`s importantato note thereforeathe difference 

between the application ofageneralatheoretical principles, andathe adaptionaof a specific description: It is the 

former that drivesatheadevelopmentaof descriptions of semiotic resourcesaotherathan language, whileathe 

latter (linguistic descriptions) cananonetheless provideauseful materials, if appropriately adapted 

forasuchadescriptions. Theasame question, though, canabe applied toaworkawithin all relavant disciplines: 

determining the affordancesaand constraintsaof theories, descriptions and methodology adapted andaapplied 

from existingadisciplines and traditions is a crucial challenge for multimodal text analysts (Fromkin 2017). 

 

Multimedia text challenges 

Other issues remain for the multmodalatext analyst. For instance, the issue of corpus constraint 

keepsachallengingamultimodalatext analysts: gathering multimodalacorpora hasabecome 

increasinglyadifficult, notathe least becauseaof ethical concernsawhich becomeaacuteawhen 

audiovisualarecordingaof naturally occurring discourse is available. Thereaare alsoadifficulties in terms ofadata 

collectiona (like the recording process itself, often involving technical expertise notaalways atahand for 

multimodalaanalysts), and theadynamismaandahyper-textualityaof contemporary interactiveadigital mediaahas 

compoundedathis issue. Theaissues of detail, scope andacomplexityacontinue also to haress 

multimodalaanalysts, but becoming increasingly evident withatheaavailabilityaof sophisticatedainteractive 

digitalasoftware applicationawhichaprovide platformsaforaan ever-moreaminute analysis ofamultimodal 

phenomena. The human analyst can neverabeareplaced byacomputer based or other technology based 

approaches, but such resources increaseathe power ofaanalytical reach (ex.: via low-levelafeatureaextraction, 

mathematical processing, visualization techniques), presentingaricher butamore complexaand detailed 

phenomenaato analyse. 
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The application and value of multimodalatext analysis are enormous. Multimodal communicationais central 

to human existence, andayet such isathe nature of multimodality – the joiningaof abstractionaand material in 

semiosis – that this is an area of the natural world that still remainsarelatively underexplred, and notawell 

understood, comparedawith the material plane. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

The connectionsabetweenalanguage andasocial psychologyaare changing at an accelerating rate. 

Whenajournals like Journalaof Languageaand SocialaPsychology wereafounded, most research wasabased 

onawritten textaor transcriptions of spoken text, allaof which were hand-typed, hand-scoredaand stored inaa 

filingacabinet for later analyses. Researchersainterested in languageaand socialaprocesses have hystorically 

been trainedain laboratoryamethodsawherebyaparticipands werearun, oneaat a time, inahighlyacontrolled 

setting toacapture best the links between language use, cognitive processingaandacommunicationadynamics 

(Tausczik Y.R., Pennebaker J. W., The Psychological Meaning of Words: LIWC  and Text Analysis Methods, 

38). 

Innovationsainawordaanalysisaare (Dowing & Locke 2006) challegingathe 

socialapsychologicalamethodologiesamost of us haveagrown upawith. Inathe amountaof time itatakes toarun a 

singleaparticipant in a social psyschology language study, nowaweacan downloadadozensaof 

personalawritings, interaction transcriptsaor other forms of text that can be analyzed in just seconds. The online 

world provides a way more diverse population from which to draw as well as access to a wide rance of 

languages. 

Researchausinganewatextaanalysisamethodsawillabeaexpandedatoacapture cultural differences 

mirroredain language use. Languageastyle conveys subtle information about socialarelations. 

Thearelevantasocial information can vary greatly between langage and cultures. Ofacourse, some of the most 

striking cultural differences in language – like markers of politeness, formality or social closeness – are inherent 

in function wordsarather thanacontentawords. 

The proliferationain formsaof contemporary interactiveadigital media andathe ubicuityaof their use 

putsademands uponascholars of human communication to keep up with wither socio cultural developments. 

What is required at this stage in the development of multimodal studies as a field is the sort of empiricism of 

extensive text analysis. To do this inevitably require that analysts of multimodality learn to use (particularly 

contemporary digital) multimodal resources and techniques in order to appropriately dealawith theanatures of 

such media: toaturn multimodal language back to itself (O`Halloran K.L, Smith B.A., Multimodal Text Analysis, 

2-4, 7-11) 
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